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The results obtained in part I are interpreted in terms of the viscosity field arising from 
independefit processes of directional ordering for magnetic defects dispersed in the amorphous 
structure and interacting with the magnetization vector. A specific model is developed in order 
to take into account the changes in the ordering kinetics induced by the periodic magnetization 
rotations described in part I. This model. however, requires that the magnetic induction 
remain constant during the whole measurement; as a consequence, the model's predictions 
cannot be directly compared with the experimental results, obtained instead at constant 
applied field. This difficulty is overcome by deriving a general relationship between the 
magnetic-induction decay and the viscosity field kinetics for an arbitrary number of half
periods of the square-wave field. The agreement of our theory with the experimental results 
turns out to be quite satisfactory. As consequence, the ordering processes responsible for the 
magnetic aftereffect in amorphous ferromagnets may be described as essentially uncorrelated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Preliminary results of measurements similar to the ones 
described in part I have been analyzed recently by introduc
ing a specific theoretical model, where the ordering pro
cesses are considered as independent. t The hypothesis of 
existence of correlations between atomic ordering events 
was also considered. t.2 

By exploiting the complete set of measurements present
ly available, it is possible to critically consider the approach 
followed in the aforementioned papers. As a matter of fact, 
such a treatment may be applied only to aftereffect measure
ments performed at constant magnetic induction B, when 
the permeability variation with time originates from an in
crease in the value of the so-called viscosity field. J Our mea
surements are. however, performed at constant driving-field 
amplitude. In these conditions, the magnetic induction B is 
observed to steadily decrease with time. The proposed ap
proach retains validity only if the relative change in B during 
the measurement is sufficiently small [.ilB ~B( 00 ) ]. How
ever. the observed variation of B between the time limits 
(tt .t2 ) of our aftereffect measurements is rather strong (see 
part I). It is therefore necessary to correctly compare the 
theoretical predictions with experimental results obtained 
under different dynamical conditions. 

In Sec. II. the model's predictions for the viscosity-field 
variation at constant magnetic induction will be analyzed. 
Such a model allows one to evaluate the changes in the vis
cosity-field kinetics as a function of the number 2N of do
main-wail cycles between positions (a) and (b) (see part I). 

In Sec. III. the predictions of the proposed model will be 
exploited to justify the experimental results obtained in part 
I under different dynamical conditions for the domain walls. 
The proposed model will be shown to satisfactorily explain 
the complete set of experimental results, as a function of the 
number 2lv' of periodic domain-wall displacements. and of 

the permanence time t * of the walls in position (b) (see part 
I for details). The possible reasons for the slight discrepancy 
between experimental data and theoretical predictions will 
be examined in Sec. IV. 

II. THEORY: VISCOSITY-FIELD CHANGE AT CONSTANT 
MAGNETIC INDUCTION 

According to Neel, the viscosity field Hr.o (B,t), acting 
on an oscillating domain wall, is a known function of the 
time t after domain nucleation and ofthe magnetic induction 
B, proportional to the amplitude of the domain-wall dis
placement. J The dependence of H r.o on time and magnetic 
induction may be factorized as NO) (B,t) = Hr(B)Go (t), 
Go (t) being an increasing function of time, characterized by 
known initial and final values, Go (0) = 0 and Go (00 ) = I. 

Within the conventional model of independent ordering 
processes, each characterized by a time constant T, this func
tion may be written as 

Go (t) = 1 - {X p( T)exp( - t lr)dT, 
Jo ( 1 ) 

where p( T) is a suitable distribution function. When a set of 
periodic ordering processes is considered, as explained in 
part I, the kinetics of the viscosity field is modified, and may 
be described by a different function, G2N (t), where N is the 
number of (a)-(b) cycles performed by the domain walls. 

It is convenient to introduce two different time param
eters: the total time tIn' elapsed since the removal of the satu
rating field, and an "inner" time t (0 < t < to) measured 
starting from every domain-wall displacement to position 
(a) . 

We assume that any ordering process related to the peri
odic presence or absence of a domain wall is characterized by 
a specific time constant T (see Fig. I ). to is the half-period of 
the square-wave field. 
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FIG. I. Schematic behavior of G i:: (I) as a function of the number of 
square-wave half-periods 2N and of waiting time t *. 

It may be easily verified that when the domain wall is in 
position (a), the time behavior of the viscosity field pro
duced by the subset of ordering process characterized by the 
time constants l' is given by 

G g~ (t) = 1 - F2N (1')exp( - tIT), 

where 
N 

(2) 

F21'''(1') = 1- [exp(tolT) -1] I exp[ - 2nto(1lT)] 
n = 1 

1 - exp( - 2NtolT) 
= 1 - exp( - toI1'). (3) 

1 + exp( - tolT) 

The function F2N ( 1') is a measure of the fraction of off-equi
librium defects which can still order at the time 2Nto, i.e., 
once the domain wall has come back to position (a) after 2N 
half-periods of the square-wave field (see Fig. 1). The be
havior of the viscosity field for a generic value of 2N is then 

G2N (t) = 1- 1'''' P(1')F2N (1')exp( - tI1')d1', (4) 

which is a straightforward generalization of Eq, (1). 
We note explicitly that the value G2N (0) is zero only in 

the case 2N=0, while for 2N=l-O, G2N (0) =1 
- f 0' p( 1')F2N (1')d1' > O. Let us now examine the behavior 

of the viscosity field when the domain-wall cycling is inter
rupted [after (2N + 1) jumps 1 for a time t *, during which 
the wall is left in position (b). After this time, the domain 
wall is brought back to position (a) by restoring the square
wave field. OUf task is to find the intensity of the viscosity 
field at the time ttot = (2N + I )to + t * (see Fig. 1). Let us 
introduce the function F iZJ ( 1',t *) measuring, by analogy 
with Fm (1'), the total fraction of defects which can still or
der with time constant l' at the time ttot = (2N + 1) to + t *. 
It may be easily verified that 

(RJ * _ {I - exp[ - 2(N + 1)tolTJ} 
F 2'\/ (1',t ) - 1 - -----"---------"--

. [ 1 + exp( - tolT) ] 

Xexp( - t*IT). (5) 

A precise relationship exists between the functions Fm (1') 
and F ~~.J ( 1',t *); in fact, F1N + 1 ( 1') = F i~.) ( 1',t * = to ). 

The time evolution of the viscosity field is now given by 

GW(t) = 1-1'0 p(1')FiZJ(1',t*)exp( -tIT)d1', (6) 

where t is the time measured after the displacement of the 
wall back to position (a). The behavior of the functions 
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F2N (1') and Fi~)~ bOO (1',1 *) is reported in Fig. 2. Four differ
ent values of l' are considered: T = 0.5, 10, 102

, and 103 s. 

III. MAGNETIC-INDUCTION CHANGE AT CONSTANT 
APPLIED FIELD 

The expression for GlN (1) and G i~·)(t) derived in Sec. 
n must be properly handled in order to make a comparison 
of this theory with the experimental results of part I, ob
tained at constant magnetic field, As a matter of fact, the 
time behavior of the magnetic induction B during a typical 
aftereffect measurement is described by the simple equation 

(7) 

w here pH" = Bo (0), H" is the external field, H r is the vis
cosity field, and p is the initial magnetic permeability.4 

Equation (7) may be generalized in a straightforward 
manner to the case of a set of sequential decays, 

(8) 

where pH" = Bo (0). Note that this is an implicit equation 
for B2f'l.(t), whose numerical solution requires the knowl
edge of the analytic behavior of the viscosity field as a func
tion of x = Bo (0). The function Gzs (t) has been defined in 
Sec. II. TheHr(x) curve has been derived elsewhere. 5 It has 
been recently remarked4 that HI may be closely approxi
mated, in the whole interval of interest, by a simple analytic 
expression: 

(9) 

where Bm corresponds to a domain-wall displacement of 
about one-quarter of the domain-wall thickness. 5 The pa
rameter a-zND cD I(2I,k H T) contains information about 
the number N D and coupling energy € D of defects; J, is the 
alloy's saturation magnetization, and T is the absolute tem
perature. 5 

In order to determine the actual behavior ofthe function 
G2N (t) for the considered alloy, the time-constant distribu
tion function p ( 1') is to be evaluated from the time behavior 
of the relaxing magnetic induction, as discussed in a previous 
paper. 4 In that case, the results were cast in the form of an 
activation-energy spectrum (or distribution of available pro
cesses) q(£) by following the standard Primak's proce
dure.1> The relevant function is now p( 1'), simply related to 

,. ,,100s 

'1',. 10s 

---~ 

200 400 0 
2N 

100 

0.5 

J 0 
200. 300 

t (5) 

FIG. 2. Behavior of F" (1') as a function of 2lV and behavior of 
F; ~\ "''' (T,t *) as a function of t * for four different values of T. 
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q(E) by the relation p( T)dT = q(E)dE. Within this ap
proach, Tis related to Eby an Arrhenius equation of the type 
T = vo- 1 exp(E /kB T), where Vo is an attack frequency. It 
should be noted that the functions q(E) and p( T) obtained 
by analyzing different samples of the same alloy are closely 
similar, although they may strongly differ in different al
loys,4 allowing us to exploit the data for q(E) obtained on 
the same amorphous ribbon and reported in Ref. 4. The 
functionp( T) corresponding at room temperature to the ac
tivation-energy spectrum determined for the 
Fex1 BlJs Si)5Cl alloy is shown in Fig. 3. 

The behavior of the function Go (t) for this material is 
also well known. 4 The functions G2N (t), G i~,) (t) for arbi
trary values of 2N and/or t * have been computed by insert
ing the p( T) function into Eqs. (4) and (6) and by using the 
expressions for F2Iv ( T) and F i~) ( T,t *) given in Sec. II [Eqs. 
(3) and (5) ]. The integration has been performed numeri
cally. Guo/(t) and G~~)(t) have been used to evaluate 
B 2:v (tl ) and B1N(tl) through Eq. (8). The values of Bo (0), 

B m , and the product Il-a have been determined on the basis of 
the results of extended-time measurements of the relaxation 
of Bo. 7 In fact, it has been experimentally verified that for a 
given material the relaxing quantity 

D(t) = [Bo(t) -Bo(oo)]/[Bo(O) -Bo(oo)] (10) 

is essentially independent of the considered sample (while 
the various Bo values measured under the same external field 
may vary from sample to sample, owing to differences in the 
magnetic domain structures). The complete D(t) curve is 
known for the Fesl B135 Si, 5 C2 alloy, and is reported else
where.4 In particular, D(tl ) = 0.926 and D(t2) = 0.681. 
As a consequence, it is possible to estimate the values of 
Bo (0) and Bo (cc ) for the sample used for the measurements 
of part I by inserting into Eq. (10) the average values of 
Bo(ll) and Bo(t l ) =6.Bo +Bo(lz), and by using the 
known values of D( t I) and D( t2 ). As it turns out, 
Bo (0) = 1.59 X 10- 4 T and Bo ( 00 ) = 2.44 X 10 - 5 T. The 
values of Bm and Il-a may now be obtained by using the sim
ple procedure outlined in Ref. 4. In this case, the results are 
Bm = 9.45 X 10 5 T andll-a = 3.43 X 10- 4 T. 

These parameter values have been inserted into Eq. (8). 
The theoretical predictions for B2N (tl) and Bz.\; (t2) as 
functions of both 2N and t * (for 2N = 6(0) are shown in 

2 
log (p[l)) 

15-1 ) 0 

-2 

-4 

-6 

-8 
-6 -4 -2 

l 

o 2 4 6 
log (1') [s1 

FIG. 3. Behavior of the time-constant distribution function p( T) for amor
phous Fe" B" ,Si, ,C, at room temperature. 
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FIG. 4. Direct and reverse relaxation of B'N (I, ). Dashed lines: theoretical 
results (note that strictly speaking the curve for the direct relaxation is not a 
continuous one); the full symbols evidence the theoretical results corre
sponding to the actual measurements. Open circles: experimental data. 

Figs. 4 and 5 (full symbols). It should be noted that the 
values of Bm (l;) approach a lower limiting value for 
2N -> 00. In fact, F2N ( T) reduces to 1/ [1 + exp ( - to Ii)] 
in this limit [see Eq. (3) ]. It turns out that 
B2N~ 00 (tl ) = 4_94 X 10'- 5 T and BllV_ 00 (t2 ) 

= 4.58 X 10 - 5 T. 
It should be remarked that the theoretical curves of 

Figs. 4 and 5 have been obtained by introducing a minimum 
amount of physical or mathematical approximations [such 
as the ones involved in the standard Primak's procedure,6 
and the use ofEq. (9) for HT(x)]. Moreover, no free param
eters are involved, all parameter values being unequivocally 
determined. Small errors may come from numerical treat
ment of the data, particularly the integration of Egs. (4) or 
(6) . 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The experimental data for B2N (t 2 ) and 
B2N (t 1 ) = Bm (t2) + t::..Bm , taken from Figs. 6 and 7 of 
part I, have been plotted in Figs_ 4 and 5 for direct and re
verse relaxation processes (open circles). The error bars are 
also shown. The agreement between these results and the 

05 

... ~J .. o 
200 400 0 100 200 300 

2N t"(s) 

FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 4 for B", (I, ). 
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predictions of our model is fairly good. We conclude there
fore that the considered model of independent ordering pro
cesses appears to correctly explain the time evolution of the 
magnetic-induction aftereffect as a function of the number of 
half cycles of the square-wave field. Furthermore, the re
verse relaxation of B towards the initial value, observed by 
interrupting the domain-wall cycling for a time t ., is qualita
tively understood in terms of the same model. 

However, the agreement between theoretical values and 
experimental data is satisfactory but not absolute. For many 
values of 2N or t ., in fact, the theoretical predictions fall 
slightly off the standard-deviation bars of the corresponding 
measurements. The theoretical curves for both direct and 
reverse relaxation of B2N (tl ) and B2N (t2 ) appear to system
atically follow a faster kinetics than the measured data. Such 
a slight but definite discrepancy could be ascribed to the 
inadequacy of the simple model of independent ordering 
events. However, a less fundamental explanation is also pos
sible: in fact, the p ( 1") function shown in Fig. 3 was obtained 
by using the standard Primak's procedure, involving, as is 
well known,8 analytical and numerical approximations 
which affect to some extent the final result. It cannot there
fore be excluded that the experimental data could be more 
closely reproduced through a better evaluation of the time
constant distribution function, p ( 1"). 

Let us finally remark that in some previous works l.2 the 
progressive reduction in the slope of the magnetic-induction 
aftereffect t:..B2N observed with increasing 2N (see Fig. 6 of 
part I) was assumed as a proof of the inadequacy of the 
model of independent ordering processes in the case of amor
phous ferromagnets. The results of the present analysis indi
cate instead that when the effect of the progressive changes 
of H T [Eq. (4)] on the magnetic induction B is properly 
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taken into account, the reduction of B2N (t 1 ) and B2N (t2 ) 
with increasing 2N is correctly explained by the considered 
model, which therefore accounts also for the observed re
duction in the slope of t:..Buv = B2!'i (11) - B2N (12)' 

A central point of the present investigation has been the 
recognition that the model discussed in Sec. II can be direct
ly checked only on permeability-relaxation results obtained 
at constant B. In conventional measurements performed at 
constant applied field He' the model may still be used with
out substantial modifications only for materials exhibiting 
an aftereffect t:..B <t,.B( 00 ). This is, however, not the case for 
most amorphous ferromagnetic alloys, as experimentally 
verified. 7 For these materials, the procedure proposed in 
Ref. 4 and used in the present work is required. The theoreti
cal curves may, however, be affected by some uncertainty, 
deriving from the numerical and analytical approximations 
involved in the calculations. Measurements at constant B, 
like the ones performed by Wang and Ho in a different exper
iment,9 would undoubtedly provide the most direct and ac
curate way to check a particular model for the microscopic 
mechanisms of directional ordering in ferromagnetic amor
phous alloys. 
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